INTRODUCTION
REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
The Reference Department of a library is that part of the system which il
charged especially with the task of aiding readers in their use of the library,
particularly in their use of the resources and books within the library walls as
distinguished from the withdrawal of books for home reading In a large library
such a department will have its own staff, often of considerable size, with a chief
reference librarian, several reference assistants, often with specialized work, minor
desk attendants, pages, etc In a somewhat smaller library one trained reference
assistant may handle the whole work, while in the still smaller library all reference
work may have to be done by the librarian or a general assistant Whatever the
size of the library, it will have questions of one sort or another brought to it by
its readers and these must be answered in so far as the resources of the library
permit Much of the reputation of the library m its community will depend upon
the success with which it handles its reference questions
Reference work is often spoken of as if it consisted only of the actual use of
reference books in answering questions for readers In its widest and best develop-
ment, however, the work of a reference department covers everything necessary to
help the reader m his inquiries, including the selection of an adequate and suitable
collection of reference books, the arrangement and maintenance of the collection
m such a way that it can be used easily and conveniently, the making of such files,
indexes and clipping collections as are needed to supplement the library catalog and
the book collection, the training of a capable staff of reference assistants and their
supervision m such a way as to insure skilful and pleasant service and good team-
work, the provision of posted signs, printed directions, lists and bulletins to help
the reader who can profit by such guides, expert aid in the use of the catalog and
other records, suggestions as to books to be used for special purposes, instruction
of individuals, groups, or classes m the use of reference books and reference
methods, and constant work m answering individual questions, in helping individual
readers to find some elusive fact, or in correcting some wrong method of research
on the part of an inexperienced reader While a large part of this work will be
administrative and advisory, with the purpose of helping the reader to help himself,
there will always be included, also, a considerable amount of actual research work
m looking up questions, both those that come in by mail or telephone, and those
which readers, even with some advice and assistance, have found too difficult
A live reference department is not limited to work within its own walls, but through
inter-library loan, telephone reference work, knowledge of outside specialists—
either individuals, institutions or learned societies, government or public service
bureaus etc —from whom help can be obtained, can often open up many profitable

